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AT&T and Verizon 4G LTE Certify Red Lion’s
Industrial Cellular Routers
Red Lion Controls

York, PA– Red Lion Controls [1], the global
experts in communication, monitoring and control for industrial automation and
networking, has announced that its Sixnet IndustrialPro 6000 and RAM 6000 series
of industrial cellular routers are now certified by and compatible with AT&T and
Verizon’s nationwide 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks.
This builds upon the company’s recent announcement regarding LTE compatibility
with Bell Mobility. Support for additional carrier LTE networks such as Rogers, Sprint
and Telus is planned for later this year.
Delivering faster 4G wireless connectivity, LTE is ideal for organizations of all sizes
that require increased data speeds when using cellular technology for primary or
backup WAN connectivity. With data rates up to 100 times faster than 2G and 3G
technology, LTE is well-suited for remote automation, remote offices and video
surveillance environments.
“Red Lion’s Sixnet cellular M2M routers help us manage critical public safety
alerting and notification systems for speed enforcement,” says Nirmal Chudgar,
director - systems integration at Federal Signal Corporation, a Red Lion Controls’
customer and leader in advancing the security and wellbeing for communities and
workplaces around the world.
"The fact that these products now support LTE means that we have wire-line
equivalent speeds for our critical systems, with the flexibility to use them in a
number of different locations and environments.”
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Sixnet IndustrialPro 6000 and RAM 6000 cellular routers provide secure, costeffective wireless connectivity to remote locations and assets while offering
technology assurance from 3G to 4G in a single solution.
As a reliable primary WAN connection or a backup to existing network links, these
routers are suited for harsh industrial environments such as oil and gas, power and
water/wastewater applications, where space may be limited and wired connectivity
not feasible.
“LTE networks continue to expand across the U.S. and more companies are turning
to this technology for wireless connectivity to support their business,” says Mahesh
Patel, director of wireless product management at Red Lion Controls.
“Our compatibility with AT&T, Verizon and Bell Mobility LTE networks shows our
commitment to providing customers with fast reliable connectivity, and we look
forward to adding additional LTE support in the future.”
For more information visit www.redlion.net/sixnet [1] or email info@redlion.net [2].
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